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Lessons Regarding Percutaneous Injuries Among
Healthcare Providers
Bradley N. Doebbeling, MD, MSc

This issue of Infection Control and Hospital
Epidemiology contains four important articles on the epidemiology and prevention of sharps or percutaneous
injuries among healthcare workers. These articles as a
group convincingly demonstrate the importance of a multidimensional occupational safety program within hospitals,
including surveillance and data analysis, administrative and
engineering control measures, consistent use of protective
equipment, and safer personal work practices.
Percutaneous injuries represent one of the most
common occupational injuries in hospitals, accounting for
from 300,000 to 800,000 injuries per year in the United
States.12 Percutaneous injuries are clinically important
because they are the most efficient mechanism of transmission of occupational blood-borne infection.3 The occupational blood-borne pathogens of greatest concern are
hepatitis B virus, hepatitis C virus, and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), although other organisms may also be
transmitted.^6 The risk of seroconversion following a single
needlestick injury from an infected source patient ranges
from 5% to 35% for hepatitis B and 3% to 10% for hepatitis C
and is 0.3% for HIV.3'78
A series of guidelines to better protect healthcare
workers have been published and disseminated during
nearly the past two decades. Universal precautions guidelines were outlined by the Centers for Disease Control in
1987, requiring workers to routinely use barrier precautions when contact with blood or certain body fluids was
anticipated.9 These guidelines were updated in 1989 to
include more specific recommendations, including precautions during phlebotomy.10 The Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) published its blood-borne

pathogen standard in 1991, requiring institutions to train all
workers at risk, provide the hepatitis B vaccine, and implement and monitor compliance with universal precautions
beginning in 1992.11 In 1996, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention included universal precautions in a
new prevention concept called "standard precautions."12
Standard precautions, which are designed for the care of all
patients in hospitals regardless of their diagnosis or presumed infection status, now replace universal precautions.
In 2000, the Needlestick Safety and Prevention Act (Public
Law No. 106430) was signed into law. Subsequently, OSHA
revised its blood-borne pathogens standard to include
more specific requirements regarding review and use of
protective or engineered sharps injury protective devices.2
Guidelines for the management of healthcare workers
exposed to blood-borne pathogens have been recently
updated as well.13
Iatrogenic transmission of major blood-borne
pathogens to patients following care by an infected healthcare worker has been well documented.414"16 As a result,
guidelines for the management of healthcare workers
infected with a blood-borne pathogen have been proposed.1718
Occupational blood exposures appear to have
decreased among some workers since OSHA published its
blood-borne pathogen standard. This apparent decline in
percutaneous injury rates has occurred as healthcare
workers report increased awareness of and compliance
with universal or standard precautions. Implementation of
standard precautions training within hospitals has been
associated with increased rates of barrier precautions use
and fewer mucocutaneous blood and body fluid exposures
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among nurses, physicians, and trainees.19,20 Nevertheless,
occupational exposure and injury occur despite multiple
published national guidelines.
The efficacy of universal or standard precautions in
reducing the risk for mucocutaneous exposures has been
clearly established.20"22 The literature regarding the impact
of universal precautions on percutaneous injury has been
more limited, although universal precautions have been
shown to have at least a modest effect in reducing injury
rates.23 Additional evidence suggests that lack of compliance is associated with risk for percutaneous injury, at least
during surgery.24,25 Unfortunately, lack of routine compliance with standard precautions is widespread and has been
documented across essentially all healthcare occupations.
Increasing evidence suggests that the healthcare
facility's organization and commitment to the protection of
workers influences compliance with guidelines and risk of
injury. For example, the institutional safety climate (or the
institution's commitment to worker safety) within a hospital has been shown to be related to levels of self-reported
standard precautions compliance.26,27 Both senior management support and frequent safety-related training and feedback are related to work place exposure frequency.28
Similarly, leadership support and the safety climate are
important institutional predictors of the adequacy of training of workers in standard precautions.29
Organizational factors appear important in healthcare
workers' risk of injury. Working in hospitals using professional nurse practice models is associated with a several-fold
reduction in the risk of injury (odds ratio, 0.18 to 0.37) among
nurses.30 Further, nurse staffing ratios and the hospital safety climate have been shown to relate to the risk of percutaneous injury.31,32 Further investigation into the role of organizational factors in influencing the effectiveness of occupational safety programs is needed. Additionally, the development of intervention studies that incorporate organizational
interventions holds considerable promise.
Protective or engineered sharps injury protective
devices have been strongly advocated as an approach to
measurably decrease percutaneous injuries among workers. Most studies have shown a marked decrease in related
types of injuries, but the results have been variable in some
others.33,34 Failure to use protective devices while performing invasive procedures occurs for various reasons, including inconvenience, unavailability of the devices, interference with work, and the belief that compliance is not protective.35 Injury reductions from engineered sharps injury
protective devices have varied according to the thoroughness of implementation training, perceptions of risk of percutaneous injury and blood-borne infection, and level of
training and motivation to use the devices.36 Cost analyses
indicate that protective devices are likely to be cost-effective long term.37,38
Two articles in this issue provide further convincing
evidence of die role of engineered sharps injury protective
devices, when incorporated as part of a comprehensive program to protect healthcare workers.39,40 However, as these
studies and other research show, adequate training must
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be provided in the appropriate use of these devices. Even
when "safer" sharps devices are made available and used,
they are often not adequately activated. The multisite study
by Alvarado-Ramy and colleagues convincingly demonstrates that a program including enhanced surveillance;
assessment of underreporting; local selection, implementation, and evaluation of engineered sharps injury protective
devices; and follow-up assessments of satisfaction, activation, and efficacy leads to a decreased risk of percutaneous
injury.39 Activation of the safety features varied dramatically by site, and appeared to be influenced by extent of training, ease of use, user preference, and attitudes regarding
perceived adverse events among patients. The authors suggested that involvement of healthcare workers in the selection of devices and their active involvement in training with
the devices were likely to affect activation rates, adherence,
and efficacy.
Mendelson et al. studied the use of safety resheathable winged steel (butterfly) needles for intravascular
access.40 Using an extensive hands-on training program
and implementation of the device throughout the facility,
the authors demonstrated an approximate twofold reduction in the injury rate with such devices. Although the
effect of this engineered sharps injury protective device on
injuries did not reach significance in the prior, larger
study,39 Mendelson et al. demonstrated an effect in their
large referral hospital.40 Importantly, this effect was maintained during a 31-month follow-up period.
Considerable resources are necessary to effectively
run a hospital epidemiology program and assist in protecting a facility's workers and patients. The Study on the
Efficacy of Nosocomial Infection Control (SENIC) project
suggested that one infection control professional per every
250 occupied hospital beds was one component of an effective infection control program.41 A more recent Society for
Healthcare Epidemiology of America (SHEA) position
paper argues that this ratio is no longer adequate because
of the size and complexity of the infection control professional's workload, as well as his or her scope of practice.42
Additional data examining the resources needed to provide
adequate protection of healthcare workers in hospitals are
needed.
Collecting and reporting detailed surveillance data
on occupational exposure is clearly a challenge, even with
the additional funding provided in a research project. Gillen
and colleagues found that 18% of facilities in California were
willing to voluntarily provide data on percutaneous injuries.
Most of the participating facilities reported no percutaneous injuries in the prior year.43 Although many of the
facilities did not provide data critical for complete analyses,
those reported appeared similar to results of two other
large surveillance systems, the University of Virginia's
Exposure Prevention Information Network and the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention's National Surveillance
System for Health Care Workers. The time, expertise, and
money needed for collection, management, and ongoing
meaningful analysis of multi-institutional surveillance data
should not be underestimated.
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Relatively little research has focused on the characteristics of training and occupational exposure across facilities. In a survey conducted in hospitals in two states during 1996 to 1997 to describe standard precautions training
programs and compliance, new employee training was
offered no more than twice per year by nearly one-third of
the hospitals.44 Most facilities monitored the compliance of
nurses, housekeepers, and laboratory technicians; physicians were rarely trained or monitored. More than half of
the hospitals used needleless intravenous systems; larger
hospitals used these significantly more often. Protected
devices for phlebotomy or intravenous placement were
purchased by only one-third of the hospitals. Percutaneous
injury surveillance relied on incident reports and employee
health records. Thus, healthcare institutions need to commit sufficient resources to standard precautions training
and monitoring and to infection control programs to adequately meet the needs of all workers, including physicians. Additional effective interventions are needed for
training employees, improving adherence, and providing
needlestick prevention devices.
In an important case series in this issue, Do and colleagues from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention describe the epidemiology of 57 healthcare
workers with documented occupationally acquired HIV
infection.45 Most documented cases had been occupationally exposed to blood through percutaneous injures. The
timing of injuries seems similar to the epidemiology of
other sharps injuries, with approximately one-third occurring during procedures, another third following procedures, and one-fifth during disposal. The locations of exposures for those with documented transmission were predominantly hospital rooms, intensive care units, and outpatient clinics, places where sharps devices are most often
used. The devices most commonly associated with percutaneous injuries were hypodermic needles, one of the most
frequently used sharps devices. Future reports should
incorporate data from large percutaneous injury surveillance systems to allow comparisons and to put rates in perspective.
The major risk for transmission of HIV in this series
was percutaneous injury. None of these percutaneous
injuries were superficial, although characteristics of the
injury were not available for 8 cases. Relatively few injuries
resulting in HIV transmission were through two pairs of
gloves, although we have no comparison data for how frequently double gloving during invasive procedures was
used overall. Notably, however, 6 (10%) of the cases had
transmission following only mucocutaneous exposure.
Relatively little data are available regarding the epidemiology of mucocutaneous exposure, as most are not reported
and little research is conducted regarding such exposures.
Thus, mucocutaneous exposures do carry an important
risk of transmission and need to be evaluated carefully with
prophylaxis considered.
Unexpected circumstances, such as sudden movements of patients or coworkers, accounted for one-fifth of
the injuries. As the authors note, this finding demonstrates
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the need for engineering controls as well as better training
and assistance of individuals performing procedures with
sharps devices.
Needle recapping was previously identified as an
important cause of sharps injuries. Although needle recapping still occurs, it has been a consistent part of training in
the safe handling of sharps since 1987. It is reassuring that
no documented cases of HIV transmission due to needle
recapping have occurred since that time. Routine avoidance of needle recapping should be a cornerstone of all
standard precautions training and should be continually
reinforced by coworkers and supervisors.
In the study of Do et al., 14% of the healthcare workers
occupationally infected with HIV failed postexposure prophylaxis. However, only three such cases have occurred since
1996, when postexposure prophylaxis guidelines were updated to include combination antiretroviral therapy with highly
active antiretroviral therapy (HAART). These recent failures
were related to a multidrug-resistant isolate (one case) or to
failure to take prophylaxis. Thus, postexposure prophylaxis
with HAART may be particularly effective, especially in the
setting of lowered viral titers in index patients receiving treatment. However, data regarding the transmission of HIV in the
setting of undetectable HIV viral titers are of concern.
Percutaneous injuries do not occur at random. Yet,
implementation of a comprehensive occupational health
program is an effective mechanism for reducing injuries.
Interventions and the introduction of sharps protective
devices should be tailored to the specific occupations at
risk and to the specific settings and types of devices used.
The first four articles in this issue of Infection Control and
Hospital Epidemiology clearly demonstrate the need for
improved strategies for avoiding blood exposures. The
highest level of protection of workers within healthcare settings in which sharps devices are used requires the combination of adequate training, administrative and engineering
control measures, consistent use of protective equipment,
and safer personal work practices. Hospital leaders need to
invest in the protection of their work force.
Improved training of workers in hospitals and other
healthcare settings, improved surveillance for and analysis of
injury data, and routine implementation of safer needleless or
engineered devices are clearly needed to protect healthcare
workers. Additional well-designed research studies are needed to improve our understanding of blood exposure, injury,
and underreporting among healthcare workers. Innovative
intervention studies are necessary to determine how we can
better protect workers in a range of healthcare settings.
This area of research has received relatively little
attention from investigators and funding agencies. The
research described in this issue of Infection Control and
Hospital Epidemiology demonstrates that the protection of
healthcare workers must be a high priority for investigators, funding agencies, and peer-reviewed journals. Only by
continuing to learn from our experiences with exposure
and injury in a wide range of healthcare settings will we
have the opportunity to provide health care in a safe and
efficient work environment.
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